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This vision article outlines the main building blocks of what we term AI Compliance, an effort to bridge two

complementary research areas: computer science and the law. Such research has the goal to model, measure,

and affect the quality of AI artifacts, such as data, models, and applications, to then facilitate adherence to

legal standards.
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privacy→ Human and societal aspects of security and privacy; • Social and professional topics→
Intellectual property;
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1 COMPLIANCE FROM A LEGAL AND A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE

We propose the notion of AI Compliance to bridge two complementary research fields, data science
and law, and outline the associated challenges. Interdisciplinary analyses in data science have
focused mostly not on law but on other “hard” sciences, such as biology or medicine. Whereas
there is now a growing trend toward computational social science [8], and fruitful collaborations
have been developed between data science and ethics [2, 9], this cannot be said, to the same extent,
for the law. The rapid advance and deployment of artificial intelligence (AI) tools in all sectors of
society, however, clearly calls for a new interdisciplinary paradigm: lawyers need to team up with
computer scientists to answer some of the most pressing technical and policy questions our society
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faces. Bridging computer science and law seems all the more urgent as governments around the
globe actively pursue a strategy on regulating AI, as outlined, for example, in the EU White Paper
on AI (WPAI) [3] and the proposed EU AI Act [4].

The term compliance is sometimes understood as a subdiscipline of corporate law, dealing with
the various tasks and regulations that compliance officers face in companies. From an information
systems perspective, compliance usually describes various aspects of data governance. We take a
more encompassing perspective, entailing two conceptual dimensions. First, AI compliance means
that AI systems must follow the law; hence, the relevant law must be analyzed and data science
tools must be developed to facilitate such compliance. Second, we submit that laws should also
be critically scrutinized and re-designed, where appropriate, so that they can be effectively and
efficiently complied with. Law’s governance also of data use and retrieval is paramount.

Here, the term compliance comprises the many facets by which we can assess an AI system in
a specific way that connects requirements from data science and law. While the precise determi-
nation of what AI Compliance in fact constitutes is a core challenge, we can already establish its
cornerstones. Traditionally, computer science evaluates AI systems based on the correctness of
their decisions, for instance using precision, recall, and accuracy measures based on specific test
data. In contrast, society, and by extension the law, is interested in and regulates many further
aspects: the transparency of the system; the adequacy of training and test data, including non-
discrimination and privacy aspects; the appropriateness of its deployment for a certain use case;
access rights to, and conversely (intellectual property) protection for, training data and trained
models; and finally, its overall added value for the deployer. All these aspects, and possibly more,
are suitable extensions to the traditional set of information quality criteria as defined in [13]. Just as
Firmani et al. proposed the extension of data quality along the ethical dimension [5], we present
the challenges posed by jointly regarding the legal dimension of data and data science and the
challenge to ultimately create an AI compliance framework guiding the interplay between devel-
opment and deployment of AI systems on the one hand and the interpretation and design of the
corresponding legal fields on the other hand.

2 DIMENSIONS OF AI COMPLIANCE

We believe that six themes serve as unifying concepts to guide research across AI and law: liability,
transparency, intellectual property protection, privacy, information quality, and cost. The choice of
these six concepts reflects the heritage of existing scholarship at the intersection of AI and law
[6, 7, 11]. A key challenge lies in linking hard quantitative thresholds from data science with usually
openly textured legal concepts (e.g., fairness, defect, and accuracy) in these different fields.

Liability denotes legally relevant responsibility, usually implying the obligation to pay fines or
damages in case harm occurs. In AI Compliance, liability may arise particularly in the context
of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), of general contract and tort law, including
company law, and of intellectual property (IP) law. For instance, poor training data quality may
result in liability of the developers. For training AI models, typically, liability law will take the cost

of achieving better performance measures into account and balance it against respective safety
gains [12, 15]. Finally, in concrete deployment contexts, liability will often hinge on the quality of
the model, comprising not only performance on a test set, but also the inference performance in
the deployment scenario.

IP protection describes legal exclusivity conferred to intangible assets like inventions or works
of art. (Training) datasets and trained AI models are distinct yet novel intangible assets; to which
extent they are subject to existing IP protection, and whether they should be, is hotly debated [14].
IP questions are conspicuously absent from [4], but should be high on the agenda of interdisci-
plinary research between AI and the law. Importantly, when transparency requirements extend to
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models themselves, complementary IP rights in the models and their deployment methods may
serve as incentives to develop them in the first place.

Transparency denotes the availability of the relevant information for decision-making. There are
many ways to achieve transparency of AI in data science, such as access to training data, model,
and specific applications. Equally, different instruments to realize it exist in the legal space, e.g.,
mandatory disclosure or incentives to disclose. These interactions must be developed further, creat-
ing a mapping between the respective concepts. In concrete data acquisition or model deployment
contexts, transparency may compete with privacy if the former comprises access to personal data,
for example in auditing procedures or litigation. However, without access to application data, mod-
els, and potentially even training data, those harmed by AI models in concrete use cases often will
not be able to prove causation of harm to enforce their claims. Resolving this tension constitutes
a key challenge for real-world AI Compliance.

Data privacy is an aspect of data security that is concerned with the proper handling of (personal)
data. Already by nature a strongly interdisciplinary field, it involves not only computer science but
also law and social sciences. The advent of data-driven applications and AI has amplified the chal-
lenge of how to use and benefit from data, while preserving the users’ right to privacy. Hence,
privacy is a pivotal term both for legal analysis and technical constraints. Data subjects may, for
example, have a right to be erased from the training data (Art. 17 GDPR), forcing technical adap-
tations to the datasets, such as “machine unlearning” [1, 10].

Information quality permeates many aspects of AI and the law. As quality of data, it comprises
the wide range of quality dimensions of a given (training) dataset, such as correctness and com-
pleteness [13], but also criteria that we posit to be compliance-specific, such as understandability,
origin, and diversity of training data. Notably, the GDPR also contains data quality aspects in
the yet undefined principle of data accuracy and freshness. As quality of trained AI models, the
concept represents the ability of an AI system to deliver legally compliant results. One particular
challenge of AI Compliance research is to unify these facets in a common framework to guide
data scientists and legal professionals in building and assessing AI systems. Another is to expand
information quality by incorporating metrics guaranteeing the representativeness of the training
data for the application context, and a feasible balance of the training dataset between different
protected groups. Vague legal terms significantly complicate this endeavor.

Finally, the cost of an AI system comes in several guises, usually trading off with data quality.
First, human and data cost is incurred by configuring, training, deploying, and maintaining AI
systems. Second, cost occurs in terms of runtime performance of a system or method. And finally,
legal risks can turn into monetary costs via damages and fines. The lack of IP protection, however,
may engender an incentive problem for the generation of high-quality, discrimination-sensitive
AI training data, given the significant cost such data preparation entails, e.g., in credit scoring.

3 OUTLOOK

To tackle the challenges of bridging data science and the law, future research should pursue a two-

way research strategy. First, technical solutions may be optimized under legal constraints while
holding current legal requirements constant. To achieve this, legal constraints must be translated
to measurable dimensions of data and data science pipeline components. For instance, this con-
cerns the operationalization of legal concepts for AI training data quality contained in Article 10
of the proposed AI Act [4], such as “relevance,” “representativeness,” and “freedom from errors.”
Conversely, the legislator should seek to optimize legal requirements while assuming certain tech-
nological capabilities or limitations. For example, IP law needs an update to decide who ought
to own rights in AI creations (copyright) or AI inventions (patent). In this way, new compliance
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strategies can be developed for existing law; and new regulation can be designed with a view to
current and future technical capabilities.
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